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A set of numbers is said to satisfy Benford's law if the first 
significant digit D of the numbers follows the following 
probability distribution:





History of Benford’s Law
● First discovered in 1881 by astronomer Simon Newcomb

○ “the law of probability of the occurrence of numbers is such that all mantissa of their 
logarithms is are equally likely”

● In 1938, physicist Frank 
Benford tested this on 
datasets in 20 different 
disciplines

○ Physical constants, molecular 
weights, numbers in Reader’s 
Digest, etc. 



Distributions That 
Fit Benford’s Law



Population 
(per Country)

DATA:

Land Area (per 
Country)

DATA:



Screenshot of Excel Spreadsheets



Population 
(per U.S.County)

Annual Births 
(per U.S. County)

Annual Deaths 
(per U.S. County)



Pure Mathematical 
Sequences



First 101 Powers OF 2 First 501 Powers of 2 First 1001 Powers of 2



First 100 FIBONACCI Numbers
First 500 FIBONACCI Numbers

First 1000 FIBONACCI Numbers



First 100 FACTORIALS First 170 FactorialsFactorials



Partitions
There is   1 partition     of 1,
There are 2 partitions   of 2,
There are 3 partitions   of 3,
There are 5 partitions   of 4,
There are 7 partitions   of 5,
There are 11 partitions of 6,
There are 15 partitions of 7,
There are 22 partitions of 8...



Numeri Idonei
https://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath058.htm

Euler found sixty-five integers, which he called "numeri idonei",
that could be used to prove the primality of certain numbers.

https://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath058.htm


Other Bases



Generalization of Benford Law
How we traditionally look at Benford’s Law

How this can be generalized for other bases

Some popular examples coming up



Benford’s Law in Interesting Bases



Bases Computers Work in



Powers of 2 and leading digit of 1

log2(2) = 1, because 2^1 = 2; log2^1(2) = x, 2 = (2^1)^x, 2 = 2^x, x = 1

log4(2) = ½, because 4^(½) = 2; log2^2(2) = x, 2 = (2^2)^x, 2 = 2^(2*x), x = 
½

log8(2) = ⅓, because 8^(⅓) = 2; log2^3(2) = x, 2 = (2^3)^x, 2 = 2^(3*x), x = 
⅓

We see a pattern

log2^c(2) = x, 2 = (2^c)^x, 2 = 2^(c*x), x = 1/c

Pr(leading digit = 1 | Base = 2^c) = 1/c



Base 16



Interesting Points

1. Leading digit of 1 will always have highest probability of occuring (maximize 
last equation)

2. As base increases, probability of leading digit 1 decreases
3. As base approaches infinity, Pr(leading digit = 1) approaches 0
4. [remember Pr(leading digit = 1 | Base = 2^c) = 1/c]
5. [rewritten as Pr(leading digit = 1 | Base = c) = 1/log2(c)]
6. The curve will flatten out as base approaches infinity



Visualization for many bases in a single graph



Catching Human
Made Data



Look at it in Base 8



Use in Letters



Letters

First Letter Law - similar idea to Benford’s law, however it is simply an observation



Use in books



Use in books in other languages



Differentiating language by letter frequency 
Black - German

Red - English

Yellow - Spanish

Green - Portuguese



Proof
Prove that the mixture distribution of distributions 
that obey Benford’s law also obeys Benford’s law.



in other words,



Proof



Proof



Proof



Thus, a mixture distribution of distributions that obey 
Benford’s law also obeys Benford’s law.



Demonstrate Using Data



Mixture Distribution using various mathematical sequences

Let Y be a mixture distribution where:

● X1 , … , X4 are distributed as:

○ powers of 2
○ factorials

(these are all distributions that obey Benford’s law)

● p1 , … , p4 = 0.363, 0.017, 0.274, 0.345

○ randomly generated
○ sum to 1

○ Fibonacci numbers
○ Bell numbers



● Used data containing the first 1000 

numbers of each mathematical sequence 

for X1 , … , X4 

● Generated 1 million simulated values of Y

○ For each value, picked distribution Xi with 

probability pi and then picked a random 

value for Xi from the data

● Found the distribution of the first digits of Y



First digit distribution of Mixture Distribution vs. Benford's Law
Mixture distribution using powers of 2, factorials, Fibonacci numbers, and Bell numbers



Another Example



Mixture Distribution using births in each U.S. county in 2019

Let Y be a mixture distribution where:

● each Xi is distributed according to the total number of births in each 

county of a certain U.S. state in 2019

○ X1 , … , X51 for 50 U.S. states + Washington D.C.

○ (population per county almost follows Benford’s law)

● each pi = total births in state i in 2019 / total births in the U.S. in 2019

○ pi represents the probability that a random birth occurred state i



● Used data for the number of births in each 

U.S. county in 2019, separated by state for 

X1 , … , X51 

● Generated 1 million simulated values of Y

○ For each value, picked distribution Xi with 

probability pi and then picked a random 

value for Xi from the data

● Found the distribution of the first digits of Y



Mixture distribution using births in each U.S. county in 2019

First digit distribution of Mixture Distribution vs. Benford's Law



Pearson Chi-Square Tests



Rationale for chi-square test

● Benford’s law is a multinomial distribution with m frequencies
● The likelihood ratio test asymptotically follows a chi-square distribution which 

and is approximately equivalent to the Pearson/Wald chi-square test
● For one-sample tests against the theoretical Benford distribution we will use 

the Pearson test
● For two-sample tests we will use the Wald test



General case (one-sample Pearson test) Ref: Section 7.9.1



Demonstrate Using Data
(distributions that follow)



Pearson Test for Fibonacci vs. Benford’s Law



Pearson Test for population by county vs. Benford’s Law



Demonstrate Using Data
(distributions that don’t follow)



Pearson Test for normal data vs. Benford’s Law



Another normal distribution vs. Benford’s Law



Themes for distributions that follow Benford’s Law

● Sufficient sample size

● Large span of number values 

● 3+ orders of magnitude

● Non human-assigned numbers 

● Right-skewed data 

● Scale invariance



General case (two-sample Wald test)



Two-sample Wald test for first-digits of two distributions following Benford’s law



Two-sample Wald test for first digits of county population vs. deaths



Conditions for Conformance



A Word of Caution

Note the difference between the Benford-conforming digit 
distribution and the Benford-conforming random variable.

X = 0.101142…

Only the red digit has the first digit distribution:

The r.v. itself can have a much less well-behaved distribution.



A Criterion for Benford-ness
A Benford-conforming random digit D has pmf (for d = 1, 2, …, 9)

and hence cdf

Leemis et al. (2000)



A Criterion for Benford-ness
Recall from Math 40 that if we have some target cdf FX, we can generate samples of this 
distribution by defining

In this case, we compute the inverse of the previous cdf:

We can generate Benford-conforming first digits with

or equivalently,

Leemis et al. (2000)

(*)



A Criterion for Benford-ness
We can compute the first significant digit of any positive value X as follows:

Then D is the first significant digit.

Ex. X = 365. Then

Leemis et al. (2000)

X = 365 = 3.65 × 102.



A Criterion for Benford-ness
D is Benford-conforming if

or in other words, if

Even more explicitly, we can check that

holds.

Leemis et al. (2000)



Benford-ness Criterion in Practice
Ex. Consider W with pdf given by

Define X = 10W. Does X conform to Benford’s Law?

Leemis et al. (2000)



Benford-ness Criterion in Practice
Solution. Apply the criterion:

So X should indeed conform to Benford’s Law.

Leemis et al. (2000)



Benford-ness Criterion in Practice
Leemis et al. (2000)



Other Observations
A few more empirical observations the paper makes (without proof):

1. If W is distributed with a single extreme mode, Benford’s law will be poorly fit

2. W has certain limiting distributions that conform well (e.g. W normally distributed 
with variance tending to infinity)

3. Many distributions’ conformity is highly parameter-specific (certain parameters will 
conform very closely while others not at all)

Leemis et al. (2000)



Other Observations
A couple related observations from the textbook:

1. If W is uniformly distributed, and the endpoints a and b are far apart, then X is an 
almost exact match for Benford’s law.

2. If W follows the standard normal distribution, then X (note. X is lognormal) is an 
almost exact match for Benford’s law.

Textbook, p. 142–143



Applications



2009 Iranian Presidential Election Results
First Digit of County Votes for Candidate Mehdi Karroubi

Vs. Theoretical Benford’s Law Probability

Theoretical Benford’s Probability

Karroubi District County Votes
“... there are 

significantly more 
vote totals for 

Karoubi beginning 
with digit “7” than 

would be expected by 
Benford’s Law.”



Other Applications

● Tax fraud
● Greece election
● People fabricating coefficients in 

academic papers



Thank you for 
your time!


